
The Job 
Our EASA Part-147 approval is enabling us to perform training of technical personnel within the 
aviation industry. To continue our positive development, we seek to hire a new employee for our team, 
to take care of a key function in the department. Referring to our Training Manager you will be working 
with the following:
   Development of training and course material for B1 and B2 type training, continuation training and 

other training courses with relation to the aviation industry.
   Conduct training courses as Training Instructor for both internal and external customers.
   General development of our training department in close collaboration with our Training Manager 

and business development functions.
   Sales and Administrative tasks.
   You will be working autonomous as well as being part of a team of specialized colleagues.

Your profile
   You have a background as B1 or B2 technician (preferably both).
   You have experience with conducting theoretical as well as practical training.
   Detailed knowledge about EASA Part-147, Part-66 (Appendix III) and Part-145.
   You have high quality standards.

Personal Competences
   You are flexible and thrives with multiple parallel tasks.
   You are structured and conscious about quality.
   You communicate well in English and preferably Danish (writing and speech).
    You are disciplined with your data and work.
   You have a natural flair for IT and works well with MS Office.
   You have a high moral for working independently.
   You have a service minded attitude.

We Offer
A job with great variation and opportunities, working with good colleagues in a flat and informal 
organizational structure.

Interested?
If this description seem like a good match to your profile, please send your application to the 
following e-mail address: kcf@scanav.com and mark the e-mail “Instructor” in the Subject field. 
Your application should be in our possession before COB on the 15th of October 2017.
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Scandinavian Avionics (SA) provides complete turn-key avionics solutions for civil and military 
aircraft, helicopters and UAS. Including sales, avionics maintenance (MRO), certification (STC), 
design & engineering, installation, product development, production, training and consultancy 
services.

The SA Group consists of 11 divisions located in Europe, the Middle East, South- and Southeast 
Asia. The headquarters, which was established in 1978, is located in Billund, Denmark.

Approvals
EASA Part-145 │ EASA Part-21J │ EASA Part-21G │ EASA Part-147
FAA Part-145 │ TCCA Part-145 │ + A number of local Maintenance Organization Approvals


